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Abstract 
 

If G  is a finite abelian group and 1>n  is an integer, we say that G has the Hajós-n-

property if from any factorization ni AAAG KK1=  of  G  into a direct product of subsets 

such that each of the iA ‘s contains the identity element of G, it follows that at least one of 

these  iA   is periodic and we say that G  has the  Rédei-n-property if from any factorization  

ni AAAG KK1=  of G, it follows that at least one of the iA ‘s is such that GAi ≠ . We 

shall investigate some abelian groups with respect to these two properties and will also 
study the relation between them. 

 
 

NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

Throughout this paper, by G  is meant a finite abelian group, Elements of  G  are denoted by  

the letters  Kcba ,,  . In particular, e stands for the identity element ofG . Subsets of  G   are 

denoted by K,,, CBA   and subgroups by  KJKH ,,   The number of elements of a subset A

is denoted by A . So, in particular, G   denotes the order of  G  and a    denotes the order 

the element a. The invariants of a group are given in the usual way, which we describe by an 

example: a group of the type  ( )βα qp ,  is the direct product of cyclic group of orders 
βα qp , , where p  and  q  are primes. If   ni AAA KK1   are subsets of a groupG , we write 

ni AAAAG KK21=
 
to mean that every element  Gg ∈   can be uniquely represented as  
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,21 naaag K= where ii Aa ∈  Moreover, in this case, we call ni AAAAG KK21=   a 

factorization of G . In particular, if H and K are subgroups, HKG = means that G is the  

direct product of H and K , Namely, KHG ×= . If G is a group, GA ⊆  and Gg ∈ , then 

gA denotes the set of all products ga , where Aa ∈ . Similarly ni AAAA KK21   

denotes the set of all products naaa K21 , where ii Aa ∈ . However, we must emphasize that 

 the notation nAAAA i KK21  will be used only if every element in ni AAAA KK21  can be 

 expressed in a unique way. Thus, ni AAAG KK1= . 

 

A subset A  of G  is called periodic if there is an element eg ≠  in A  such that .AgA =  

Such an element g is called a period of A . 
 

A group G  is said to have the Hajós-n-property if from any factorization  

ni AAAG KK1= of G , it follows that at least one of the subsets iA
  

is periodic. We say 

that G has the Rédei-n-property if from any factorization ni AAAG KK1= , it follows that 

at least one of the subsets iA  is such that ,GAi ≠  where iA  denotes the subgroup 

generated by iA .
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A famous conjecture of H. Minkowski [4] was first proved by G . Hajós [2].  

He solved the conjecture after transforming the problem into a question about finite abelian 
groups. Below, we state two versions of this conjecture: 

 

Version 1: 

Let G be a finite abelian group. If naaa K,, 21  are elements of  G and nrrr ,,, 21 K  are 

 positive integers such that each element of  G   is uniquely  expressible in the  form 

nx

n

xx
aaa K21

21 , where 10 −≤≤ ni rx   then ea ir

i
= for some nii ≤≤1, .  

 

A subset A of  G is called cyclic if  { }12 ,,,, −= raaaeA K , where ar ≤ . Observe that, when 

aAar == , , the subgroup generated by a . 

 

Version 2: 

Let G  be a finite abelian group and let ni AAA ,,,,1 KK  subsets of G , each containing the 

identity element e of G. If ni AAAG KK1=  is factorization of G and each iA  is cyclic, 

then at least one of the subsets iA  is a subgroup of  G . 
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L. Rédei [5] proved the following theorem, which can be considered as a generalization of 
Version 2 of Hajos’s theorem. 

 

Let G be a finite abelian group and  ni AAA ,,,,1 KK  subsets of G each containing the 

identity element e of G, such that ni AAAG KK1= is a factorization of G and each iA  has 

a prime number of elements, then at least one of the subsets iA is a subgroup of G . 

 

It turns out that it is not always true that from any such factorizations, it follows that one of 

the factors is a subgroup. For example, if we let >=< gG , the cyclic group of order 8 with 

generator g  and choose { }54 ,,, gggeA =   and { }2, geA = . Then it is straightforward to 

check that ABG = is a factorization of G . It is also evident that neither A nor B is a 

subgroup of G . Now, observe that if H is a subgroup of G , then for any Hh ∈ ,hH=H. 

This observation gave rise to the notion of periodic subsets of G . Namely, a subset A  of G 

is called a periodic subset if there is an element ea ≠  in A  such that .AaA =  

 

 

HAJƠS GROUPS 

 

A Hajós group is a group G  for which from any factorization of the form ABG =  of G , it 

follows that either A  or B  is periodic. The classification of Hajós finite Abelian groups was 
achieved by Sands and De Bruijn.  

These groups are listed below: 
 

),(),2,2(

)2,2(),3,3(),3,3,(),2,2,,(

)2,2,2,2,(),2,2,(),2,2,2,(),2,2,(

),,,(),,,(),,(),,(

22

2

223

222

pp

pqp

pppp

srqprqpqpqp

α

α

 

 

where rqp ,,  and s are primes and 1≥α  is an integer. 

 

Any cyclic groups of order n is a Hajós group if n  is of the form spqrqrpqpp ,,, ααα , 

where rqp ,,  and s are primes and 1≥α is an  integers. 

 

In the literature, Hajós groups are also called ‘good’ groups and non- Hajós groups are 
called “bad’ groups. This notion is generalized as follows: 
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If G is a finite abelian group and from each factorization ni AAAG KK1=  of G into 

subsets each containing the identity element e of G it follows that at least one of the subsets

iA is periodic, we say that G is n-good or has the Hajós-n-Property. 

 

In [1], it is shown that the cyclic group G of order αp  , where p is a prime has the Hajós-n-

property. In this paper, we shall study some non-cyclic p-groups with respect to Hajós-n-

property. 

 

We shall study the Hajós-n-Property for a general group G and show that there are many 

groups which do not posses the Hajós-n-property. We shall also study these groups with 
respect to the Rédei-n-Property by which we mean. 

 

If G is a finite obelian group and from each factorization ni AAAG KK1=  of G into 

subsets it follows that at least one of the subsets iA  is such that GAi ≠ , we say that G has 

the Rédei-n-Property . 
 

 
We start with the following Statement. 

 

LEMMA1 

Suppose G has a subgroup H such that p
H

G
= for some prime.  

If H does not have the Hajós-n-Property. Then G itself does not have the Hajós-n-Property. 

 

Proof 

Let ni AAAAH ........21=  be a factorization of H in which none of the iA
 
is periodic, and let

,...21 BHHbHbHbG
p

=+++= where { }
p

bbb ,...,, 11 is non-periodic. ThenG  has the 

factorization ....)...( 211211 np
AAAbAbAbG +++= Now, none of nAA ,...,2 is periodic. Also 

 ( )... 11211 AbAbAb
p

+++ is not periodic, for if it were periodic, then there must exist an 

element 11)(1 ,,)( AaBbeabg ijj
i ∈∈≠=  and )(ij  a permutation of 1,2,…,p such that 

11211

11211

...(

)...(

AbAbAb

AbAbAbg

p

p

+++

=+++
 

It follows that )...( 112111)( AbAbAbab
pij

+++  

)....( 11211 AbAbAb
p

+++=  

That is 1

1

11

1

)( AbAab
p

i

i

p

i

ij ∑∑
==

= .Thus 111)( AbAab
iij

=
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Hence 11)( AbAb
iij

= Therefore 11)(

1
AAbb iji =

−
.form which we get that 1A is periodic with 

period ebbg iji ≠=
−

)(

1
 and this is a contradiction. 

 

 

An easy induction argument, gives the following. 

 

THEOREM 1 

If G has a subgroup H which does not have the Hajós-n-Property.  

Then G itself does not have the Hajós-n-Property. 

 

We shall need some knowledge about characters of abelian groups. Acharacter of G is a 

homomarphism   →G:χ C, where C: the field of complex numbers. 

If  1)( =gχ  for each Gg ∈ , then χ is called the principal character. 

If χ  is a character of a group G  and A be a subset of G ,then )(Ax denotes ∑
∈Aa

a)(χ and the 

set defined by Ann { }0)(:)( == aA χχ is called the Annihilator of A in G. 

 

 
We have the following lemma. 

 

LEMMA 2 

If BA, are subsets of BAGG =, and each non-principal character of G  is in Ann(A), then 

ABG = is a factorization of G . 

 

Next, we show that for a prime p, groups of type ),( 2 pp do not have the Hajós-n-Property. 

Note that the possible nontrivial values for 2=naren and .3=n Clearly G has the Hajós-3-

Property by Redei’s theorem However we shall see that G does not have the Hajós-2-

Property. 

Let ,yxxG = where .2
pyandpx == We construct a factorization ABG = of G in 

which neither BnorA is periodic as follows: 

( ){ }.,,)(,...,,,

...

2)1(1)2(32

12

−−−−−

−

=

=

pppppppppp

pp

yxyxyxyxyxeB

andyxyxyxxA UUUU
 

  

Now, we use Lemma 2, making case by case inspection to show ABG = is indeed a 

factorization ofG . 
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Observe that the possibilities for order of )(xx are 2,1 pandp and the possibilities for order 

of )(yx are pand1 .so in total, there are six different cases to consider.  

 

 

Case Order of )(xx  Order of )(yx  )(Ax  )(Bx  

1 1 1 . . 

2 1 p   0 

3 p  1   

4 p  p  0 0 

5 2p  1  0 

6 2p  p  0  

 

 

It only remains to show that neither BnorA is periodic. If A were periodic then there would 

exist ea ≠ in A  such that AaA = .But then AAa =α  for all α . Now, 
2

porpa = . Clearly 

2
pa = is impossible since that would force A  to be a subgroup of G ,which is not the case, 

while if pa = , then α)( pxa = for some 11, −≤≤ pαα .On the other no element of the 

form α)( px can be a period for A , simply because for example Ayxxyx p ∉= +1)()( αα , for 

any α . If B  were periodic, then there would exist Bineb ≠ such that BbB = .But then 

BBb =β for all β . Now, 
2

porpb = .Clearly 
2

pb = is impossible since then we would 

have tow many elements. If we assume pb = , then B must be subgroup of G which is not 

the case since for example ByxbutByx ppp ∉∈ −1)( . 

 

 

CONSEQUENCES 
 

An application of our previous result give us that groups of type ),...,( 321 ααα ppp do not 

have the Hajós-n-Property for all n, where sn ααα +++<≤ ....1 21 . 

Finally, we would conclude from the next result that these groups also do not have the 

Rédei-n-Property 
 

 

Theorem 2 

If G has the Hajós-n-Property and ni AAAG .........1= is a factorization of G ,then at least one 

of the iA is such that .GAi ≠  
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Proof 

Let G have the Hajós-n-Property and consider a factorization ni AAAG .........1= of G .We 

proceed by induction on the number of distinct prime factors k of G . If 1=k , this is 

obvious since ni AAAG ........1= implies that one of 1, AsayAi (since this is only a matter 

of reordering of iA ) has prime order p and the rest have order 1.So 

{ } { }.,...., 21 eAeAGA n ===  for all i . Thus, GAi ≠ for all 2. ≥i . 

Now, suppose .2≥k since G has the Hajós-n-Property, some iA is periodic. It follows that 

we get the factorization HCAi = , where H is a proper subgroup of G .From the 

factorization ni AAAG .........1= , we get the factorization of the quotient group HG / .Namely, 

we now have HHAHHAHHAHG ni /..../...// 1= .Now observe that HGHG // <

also has the Hajós-n-Property. So by induction assumption, we get that some 

HGHHA
ij

//)( ≠ where )(ij a permutation of { }n,...,2,1 Consequently, GA ij ≠)( . 
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